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if the cylinder retracts in a regeneration circuit, oil at the rod-end port still moves backward under pressure. as the cylinder moves backward, the oil pressure at the rod-end port drops, and the piston is sliding backward. when the piston bottoms out, the rod-end pressure is
reduced so far that the rod-end port empties. the cylinder has a full stroke at this point. as the piston starts moving forward, oil pressure rises because the rod-end port is empty. during the forward stroke, the rod-end pressure rises. if the piston keeps moving, the rod-end
pressure rises so high that the piston bottoms out and the rod-end port fills with oil. the bottom line is that a cylinder in a regeneration circuit does not need a piston. a cylinder on the extension stroke fills with oil as it extends and empties as it retracts. the liquid force is
acting on the rod-end port, which can be a problem when the rod-end pressure is low. if the rod-end pressure is too low to keep the piston moving, the cylinder retracts or pauses. this is bad because an extended cylinder is providing full force at high speed. a cylinder in

regeneration stops when it bottoms out on a part. this might not be bad if the piston is moving backward and the rod-end pressure is high enough to keep the piston moving. there is no piston, so the cylinder starts retracting at the same speed as it is moving forward. if a
cylinder is not stopped when it bottoms out, the excess retraction force causes the piston to reverse. this can damage the cylinder, the piston, and possibly the parts. figure 17-14 shows a 4-way valve for use with a regeneration circuit. this device controls the flow of

hydraulic fluid to the cylinder. as the cylinder extends and retracts, the valve switches flow from port 1 to port 2, and vice versa.
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since the cylinder runs at full pressure, high-vacuum pumps are not needed. a
solenoid-operated valve called a diverter controls the oil flow to the cylinder’s rod

end, as shown in figure 17-18. as the cylinder reaches the limit switch, valve d
opens and the rod end oil goes to tank. as shown in figure 17-19, the sequence

circuit includes a solenoid-operated valve to control the direction of the cylinder’s
rod-end oil flow. with this diversion, the cylinder provides full force to clamp and
operate parts, but it does not strike the part at full force. thus, a sequence circuit
slows the cylinder before contacting the part. as a result, the cylinder works with
parts that are smaller or lighter, or with flat surfaces that are not likely to crack or

deform. the basic sequence-circuit operation is shown in figure 17-20. the
cylinder runs at low speed until it reaches a limit switch. when it contacts the
switch, an electrical signal opens valve d and the rod-end oil goes to tank. this

causes the cylinder to drop out of regeneration and stop stroking at full pressure.
as the cylinder begins to move, valve d closes, and the rod-end oil returns to the
cylinders rod end. the result: the cylinder has no more than half the load it had

before it stopped. we might find, if we were to examine a sequence-circuit circuit,
that it seemed to work on demand. however, it is very rare that a sequence

circuit operates exactly as desired. for example, if the control valve were not fully
open when the cylinder contacts the part, it might stop at full pressure even

though the limit switch indicated the cylinder should slow before contacting the
part. to avoid such problems, consider a control that has an override capability. if
the sequence circuit operates out of sequence, the override allows the cylinder to

run at full pressure until it contacts the part. with the override, the sequence
circuit provides only the full-thrust holding capability. 5ec8ef588b
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